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APPLICATIONS OF STACKS 
 
 
       Recursion - Example, Factorial, Tower of Hanoi.
 Balancing Symbols, i.e., finding the unmatched/missing parenthesis. For example, ((A+B)/C and (A+B)/C). Compilers 

often use stacks to perform syntax analysis of language statements.
 Conversion of infix expression to postfix expression and decimal number to binary number.
 Evaluation of postfix expression.
 Backtracking- For example, 8-Queens problem.
 Function calls - When a call is made to a new function, all the variables local to the calling routine need to be saved 

by the system, since otherwise the new function will overwrite the calling routine's variables. Similarly the current 
location in the routine must be saved so that the new function knows where to go after it is done. For example, the 
main program calls operation A, which in turn calls operation B, which in turn calls operation C. When C finishes, 
control returns to B; when B finishes, control returns to A; and so on. The call-and-return sequence is essentially a 
LIFO sequence, so a stack is the perfect structure for tracking it.

 

Conversion of infix expression into postfix expression 
1. Scan the infix expression from left to right. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 for each element of expression until the stack is 

empty. 
2. If an operand is encountered, add it to the postfix expression. 
3. If an opening parenthesis is encountered, push it onto the stack and do not remove it until closing parenthesis is 

encountered. 
4. If an operator 'op' is encountered, then 

a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add each operator (on the top of stack), which has the same precedence as, 
or higher precedence than 'op'. 

b. Add 'op' to stack. 
5. If a closing parenthesis is encountered, then 

a. Repeatedly pop from stack and add to postfix expression (on the top of stack) until anopening parenthesis is 
encountered. 

b. Remove the opening parenthesis from the stack. [Do not add the opening parenthesis to postfix expression.] 
 

Operator precedence 

( Highest 

^ - 

*, / - 

+, - Least 
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 Evaluation of postfix expression 
1. Scan the postfix expression from left to right and repeat steps 2 & 3 for each element of postfix expression. 
2. If an operand is encountered, push it onto the stack. 
3. If an operator 'op' is encountered, 

a. Pop two elements from the stack, where A is the top element and B is the next top element. 
b. Evaluate B 'op' A. 
c. Push the result onto stack. 

4. The evaluated value is equal to the value at the top of the stack. 
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 Balancing parenthesis 
 One common programming problem is unmatched parenthesis in an algebraic expression. When parentheses are 

unmatched, two types of errors can occur:

o Opening parenthesis can be missing. For example, [A+B]/C}. 
o Closing parenthesis can be missing. For example, {(A+B)/C. 

 The steps involved in checking the validity of an arithmetic expression
1. Scan the arithmetic expression from left to right. 
2. If an opening parenthesis is encountered, push it onto the stack. 
3. If a closing parenthesis is encountered, the stack is examined. 

a. If the stack is empty, the closing parenthesis does not have an opening parenthesis. So the expression is 
invalid. 

b. If the stack is not empty, pop from the stack and check whether the popped item corresponds to the closing 
parenthesis. If a match occurs, continue. Otherwise, the expression is invalid. 

4. When the end of the expression is reached, the stack must be empty; otherwise one or more opening parenthesis 
does not have corresponding closing parenthesis. So the expression is invalid. 
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 Polynomial ADT 
Polynomials are expressions containing terms with non-zero coefficients and exponents. Linked list is generally used to 
represent and manipulate single variable polynomials. Different operations, such as addition, subtraction, division and 
multiplication of polynomials can be performed using linked list. In this representation, each term/element is referred as 
a node. Each node contains three fields namely, 

1. Coefficient - Holds value of the coefficient of a term. 
2. Exponent - Holds exponent value of a term. 
3. Link - Holds the address of the next term. 

 
For example, 
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 Multi-list 
Multi-list is the most complicated applications of linked list. It is useful to maintain student 

registration in a university, employee involvement in different projects etc. The student registration 
contains two reports. The first report lists the registration for each class (C) and the second report 
lists, by student, the classes that each student (S) is registered for. In this implementation, we have 
combined two lists into one. All lists use a header and are circular. Circular list saves space but does 
so at the expense of time. 
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